
Erik Penser Bank’s house view

Asset Management’s positions and analysis

We believe in transparency, this publication is not mere opinions, it is how we have 
traded and our strategies we have implemented.

This entirely data driven methodology was founded in late 1990s, developed in the 
Nordics, London and New York.

Head of Asset Management

Twitter; @jwthulin



We are an active asset manager with  
strong academic links

We analyse the world with 1600+ models, 28 000+ dataseries
per week

Result, currently 90% of our mandates (over min 50 mUSD) 
are beating their benchmarks, short and long term (gross 
fees), resulting in a green light 
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Historical returns are no guarantee of future returns. The money invested can both increase and decrease in value and it is not 

certain that you will get back the entire invested capital. 
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2023 will see a more “normal” market environment with growing equity markets and lower yields

Blockification to continue with recessions (more and more unlikely) and soft landings mutually existing 

We expect a German / EZ recession with 50% risk, risk of US recession is 22% (prev 90&25)

Much of this has of course been priced – hence risk / reward is to follow data…not “consensus”

Outlook 2023
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Outlook, to strategic asset allocation, to regional weights….

Macro forecasts Medium risk asset allocation Regional weights in equities

How do we end up with this Outlook?, aside our summary presentation, this presentation goes under the hood…
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Derived conclusions in our Outlook 2023

Macro uncertainties will fall
Financial market uncertainties will fall
Political stress will fall
Media stress will fall 
We prepare for low growth and high but 
rapidly falling CPI
Tactical asset allocation remain key
EZ recession is priced, will it materialize?
EZ systematic stress to fall
US Pivot is behind us
SWE real estate will find its trough
SWE manufacturing the only safe(r) bet
SWE consumer in recession even before hikes
Energy crises to linger on
CPI pressure will ease and in US fall rapidly
FED curve will be all about cuts
QT to muddle on
FED has turned more dovish and will 
continue in this direction
Yields will move lower
Global peak hawkishness is behind us

Fewer paradigms will run the markets and we 
start off with US macro & financial conditions 
dictating global markets
Financial conditions will be stable and improve 
slowly
The real effects of the above will materialize 
2023 will bring more positive equity days
Chinese equities will make a come back
Growth equities (esp in green tech) will make a 
come back
Equity and rate volatility to fall
Global market risks will finally ease
Fear and Greed monitors will strive into GREED
Cash allocations will reenter equities
Equity theorems will support equities 

Tobin´s Q
Factor productivity
Liquidity ratio (Hui-Heubel)
FED valuation model

We forecast a repeat of 1994-1996
Earnings revisions have troughed
Price target revisions have troughed

EPS keeps present macro forecasts
Economic momentum to continue to surprise on 
the upside
S&P profits will follow national accounting data
Global macro indicators trough
25% recession risk for US
Soft landing in US is main scenario
We see a risk moving into year end 2023 and 
into 2024 – but FED will meet these with cuts
Fiscal policies will be less of a drag on US GDP
Global credit impulse to continue to grow
USD to weaken, but SEK will also be weak –
hence we will reshuffle the FX exposure
We have stayed out of crypto and will stay out of 
crypto
We see increased flows to equities from 
behavioral finance 
US Output gap to peak
US debt ceiling to be a major issue but no real 
systematic stress
US will see a shift as debt held by public enter a 
more normal state vs federal (% of GDP)
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Outlook 2023 – a year when OW equities matches the macro context



We are coming off 2022 when Tactical Asset Allocation was everything

• Traditional equity / rate portfolios had worst time since 1926

• Our strategy is to be active, use TAA

• Our portfolio in the same range beat the indexes, both short term 
and long term

• We beat due to alternatives, choice of FX exposure, volatility 
hedging and short equities hedging and choice of equity strategies

• This was in fact the epiphany of tactical asset management
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Outlook 2023 – a year when OW equities matches the macro context

• We time and work with the Strategic asset 
allocation via a number of analysis

• Macro

• Risk

• Performance

• Below we illustrate how the performance 
and risk parameters line up

• Current conclusion is to keep equity OW



What drives markets?
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Outlook 2023 – uncertainties will fall



Outlook 2023 – uncertainties will fall
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We talk and write a lot

We price in far less

Right or wrong…
Media more nervous than markets

Market more nervous than media



Outlook 2023: US versus EZ equities, with FX 
taken into consideration

Regressions on:

Economic surprises (citi)

Inflation surprises (citi)

Economic surprises (bloomberg)

Economic surprises ( GS)

Financial conditions

GDP forecasts

Capital flows

We followed this and shifted to large
underweight in US and huge overweight in 
EU and Nordics!

We started this strategy in November 2022



Can we calculate why markets move the way they move and hence prepare 

for it? Yes, to a larger degree than a few years ago…following research by IMF, 
ECB and BoE. Drivers: FED, growth and inflation, most important is FED!
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Another (but equal) angle: moving paradigms in 2022…

2023 we focus on Financial Conditions & Macro
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Inflation outlook
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Outlook 2023, Our peak inflation holds firm as disinflation will ROAR

As of JUNE 2022 - all of the below forecasted LOWER CPI:

Priced CPI via Breakeven peaked in March

Inventories

FED indicators

Trimmed means

OER

TIPS supply & demand

Commodities

5yr5yr swaptions

Consumer expectations

Supply bottle necks

Port activity 

Shipping activity

Prices paid vs prices received

Supply vs demand factors

International price patters

US wage pressure

Price plans vs wage plans

Consumer expectations

Breakeven curve

Price pressure measure



Outlook 2023, US CPI will reach sub 3%
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Remember, as of last October the base effects changed direction! Perhaps no surprise that the Oct CPI print then caused the PIVOT and equity bounce



Outlook 2023, Supply and CPI
Supply bottlenecks – Falling back!
We keep our forecast from 2021!
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The March peak in terms of pricing was very well defined, 
even in CPI  (delta analysis)



CPI sticky?
No, as per normal all sectors follow headline
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Phillips curve, not much of a relationship, you can pretty much align it to 
whatever story you choose
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What inflation expectations and the curve tell us about future of CPI?

We wrote:”….equities will wake up…this has just started and your patience is entirely depending on you TAA, we 
are up in global equities since June, as such – we are patient”
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FED outlook (& yields, financial conditions)
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Outlook 2023, the year when global peak hawkishness becomes 
mainstream



Outlook 2023, FED futures – further hikes but 2023 will see cuts being
priced in

Before hikes started… FED day in March and today!



Outlook 2023, FED futures – further hikes but 2023 will see cuts being
priced in
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The market pivot has been visible for some time, Oct 13th! 



Outlook 2023, we expect the new DOVISH FED path to stick around
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Outlook 2023, QT continues – we expect no problems…
…we need to time the possible stress in the funding market:

The monetary authority’s key benchmark known as the effective fed-funds rate has held mostly steady relative to the rate it pays banks to park cash at the central bank (interest on 

reserve balances) as the deluge of excess liquidity in the system has reduced market demand for short-term funding. Yet during the last round of so-called quantitative tightening from 

2017 to 2019, a drop in reserves caused the rate to drift higher in the Fed’s target range -- even breaching it at some point -- and forced policy makers to periodically adjust the tools in 

its toolkit in order to maintain control.

A possible risk is that bank reserves as a whole could fall more quickly to below the minimum level needed to keep overnight financing rates from soaring -- as happened in 2019 at the 

end of the Fed’s last QT episode.

To the right is the real crucial aspect, will some / any bank(s) face a closing window for accessing liquidity, as in 2019?



Outlook 2023, lower rates



Outlook 2023, Financial conditions to plateu and start coming lower
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Let us derive Erik Penser Bank´s equity overweight
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Equity outlook



Outlook 2023, SAA stable with OW equities and more positive days
• Blue bars indicate if the DELTA in the Strategic allocation is TOO large given the market´s volatility!

• Since 80´s markets are better and better handling stress, in fact to keep up with history equity allocations have to rise with
more then 5% per annum as strategic weight (last few years the speed has increased)
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Outlook 2023, Chinese equities will compete again



Daily Range Indicator & margin debt!
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Outlook 2023, risk troughed!
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• High vs Low

• Advance vs Decline

• Bullish vs Bearish

• Volatility curve

US overweight: Following an article in Bloomberg for signs in equities



US overweight: Daily trading model – when to act and when to fade!

Improved conditions in credit, FX, and vol markets (counterparty risk, USD liquidity, volatility curves), 
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EPB´s ‘smart’ money index
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Outlook 2023, flows to come back



Who are you? Aka the curse of the retail investor´s sentiment…
It has been a while since institutional investors been so much more bullish compared to retail…for the time being we have sided with the professional

investment managers. 

AS OF THIS WEEK INSTITUTIONS ARE ON THE MOVE AGAIN
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All option market volume

Calls – Puts. 



Profitability, Tobin´s Q – with a “replacement of capital” angle we can 
derive an indicator that since 1950 has predicted 67% of equity slumps 
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Equity valuation based on P/E and rates
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FED charimens´valuation model

Conclusion: equities are supported
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Hui-Heubel Liquidity ratio

V is the average daily volume for a particular futures, SP is the average open interest or amount of outstanding 

shares over the same period. So V/SP effectively captures turnovers. By its actions the market is demonstrating 

an enormous propensity to buy!

Conclusion: a proper trough is building



Outlook 2023
Earnings revisions have troughed
Price target revisions have 
troughed
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S&P 500 outlook via revisions to earnings, prices and economic surprises

EPB introduced the golden hook 

when we back in Q3 forecasted the 

rebound in Q4… so far so good ☺!

Revisions of earnings, price 

targets and economic surprises 

speak a clear message – we have 

a good quarter ahead of us. 
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Outlook 2023, Positive economic surprises to spread to 
positive momentum in earnings revisions



Outlook 2023, profit forecasts to follow national accounting!



Outlook 2023, credit impulse rebounds, world sentix to follow
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Growth outlook
Currently ranked #8 in forecasting ISM and #10 in GDP (Bloomberg)



Outlook 2023, we are heading for a soft landing 
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Soft landing          Hard landing

During the summer of 

´22 the market got more 

and more clues as to how 

we shall quantify the soft 

landing. 

And, as the soft landing 

is materializing, in 

FED´s view, the market 

turned bullish…

US unemployment rate 

will worsen a lot faster 

then wage data! In fact –

this has already started!!!



Outlook 2023, soft landing
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Business cycle forecast and recession – why a soft landing is more
probable
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Business cycle forecast and recession & equities



Why we made no US recession call for 2022 nor for next 3 Qs?

There is currently 22% recession risk next 12 months, FED´s own model
built on credit risk
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Excess Bond Premium (introduced by Gilchrist and Zakrajšek, 



Outlook 2023, growth troughs
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How to trade the trough, part from overweight equities?
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Buy COMMODITIES

Sell Alternatives as bar rises in order to qualify into 

competitive portfolios



US & German GDP 
Hence, the big question is really if / when we go back to trade the business and 
earnings cycle? Answer: Nov 2022
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Outlook 2023, GDP weekly models – SWE
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Outlook 2023, business confidence and labour market signal calm



Outlook 2023, so far recession indicators are very calm
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Usiong the data that defines actual US recession we can see…no recession…

Hence, we are not in a recession and as the market had priced one our strategy 

was to position ourselves for a rebound – we are currently in a tech bull 

market!



Most alerted data, forecasts in brackets

USA

• 30e Dallas FED activity index

• 31a ECI, conference board confidence, house prices (important for shelter part in CPI, the last 

bastion!)

• 1a ADP, ISM (48,5, higher than consensus), Jolts, FOMC rate decision (+0,25%, on consensus)

• 2a Q2 productivity, claims

• 3e NFP (+175000, lower than consensus), hourly earnings (0,2 MoM, lower than consensus), 

revisions to NFP, unemployment rate (3,6%, higher than consensus), ISM services

China (unknown dates)

• 31a Industrial profits, PMI

• 1a Caixin PMI 

Japan

• 31a Production, retail sales

Eurozone

• 30e Confidences

• 31a GDP Q4 (0.0%, higher than consensus)

• 1a CPI

• 2a ECB rate decision (+0,5%, on consensus)

Germany

• 31a GDP Q4 (-0,1%, higher than consensus), CPI

Sweden

• 30e GDP indicator

• 1a PMI
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NFP – we forecast +175´



NFP – variables of interest



Unemployment bound to rise



But, less than you think as there are plenty of jobs around…

US – more job opportunities than applicants…a uniqe situation. 



Unemployment rate by race, gender and education



ISM



Equities versus ISM



US consumer confidence
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German GDP



Outlook 2023 – What if Germany doesn´t enter recession, we have to 
stick to EZ equities
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EZ GDP



ECB curve
Hike in Feb & March, pause then a final push in June…then cuts

The curve has come DOWN since start of the year!
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Why EZ is in the portfolios – we trade on the coming change in official
leading indicators
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EPB´s portfolios compared to peers & benchmarks
We have excess returns (gross of fees, but including underlying costs)

Lågrisk /A25: 25% aktieindex, 40% ränteindex, 30% Alter index, 5% råvaror

Medelrisk /A45: 45% aktieindex, 25% ränteindex, 25% Alter index, 5% råvaror

Aktier: Världsindex (MSCI Net total return) i USD, Räntor: RXBO Index 

Alternativa: RXVX Index

The above with equivalent with underlying costs as are EPB´s. Indexes are rebalanced every 6 months.  

List of peers are in the Master

Peers: we take funds with equal neutral weights and mandates as our portfolios, updated quarterly, take their average in order for us to be accountable for both Strategic and Tactical work. 

Historisk avkastning är inte någon garanti för framtida avkastning. De pengar du investerar kan både öka och minska i värde och det är inte säkert att du får tillbaka hela det insatta kapitalet. 

Avkastningen som visas är innan avgifter så verklig avkastning vill vara något lägre än vad som presenteras. 

Historical returns are no guarantee of future returns. The money invested can both increase and decrease in value and it is not certain that you will get back the entire invested capital. The return is stated in SEK (on a KIX basis SEK has 

weakened by -9.7% since 1/1-2018).



Global equities versus benchmark!
We outperform index by +6% per year (gross fees)
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Historisk avkastning är ingen garanti för framtida avkastning. De pengar som placeras kan både öka och minska i värde och det är inte säkert att du får tillbaka hela det insatta kapitalet. EPBs avkastning anges i SEK, innan avgift men med underliggande kostand.

Historical returns are no guarantee of future returns. The money invested can both increase and decrease in value and it is not certain that you will get back the entire invested capital. EPB´s return is stated in SEK, gross fees but with underlying costs.

Top 8 of 18 Strategies
Return since 

purchase

European Banks
BNP Paribas, Banco Santander, Nordea, Deutsche Bank

Nordic ESG
Novo Nordiska, Investor AB, Atlas Copco AB

USA Water Purifying
Waters Corp, Danaher Corp, American Water Works CO INC

Germany ESG
SAP SE, Siemens AG, Infineon Technologies AG, Deutshe Post AG

Europe SRI
ASML Holding, Schneider Electric SE, L'Oreal SA, Allianz

Japan SRI
Sony Group Corp, KDDI Corp, Tokyo Electron Ltd

Italy
Enel SpA, Intesa Sanpaolo SpA, Eni SpA, Stellantis NV		

USA Biotech
Gilead Sciences In, Amgen Inc, Regeneron Pharmaceuticals 

20,12%

9,12%

8,62%
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Sustainable Global Equities vs. MSCI World Index USD 5,44% vs 6,25% 62,98% vs 37,09%
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EPB Asset Management, diverse range of Houseview publications

Erik Penser Bank Houseview

Asset Managements´positions and analysis

We believe in transparency, this publication is not mere opinions, it is how we have 
traded and will trade in order to beat our competitors and benchmarks.

This entirely data driven methodology was founded in late 1990s, developed in the 
Nordics, London and New York, it e.g. accurately predicted the IT & Great Financial 
crises with recoveries. So far, the political, economic and financial implications of the 
pandemic outbreak of 2020 were the hardest to catch, fortunately the rebound was 
one of the easier, we timed it to the day – 24th of March. 

Head of Asset Management

Twitter; @jwthulin

Social media:

You Tube; https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLFeVXfrcmwBAmRK1lXj9AtszG2faERl77

Instagram; instagram.com/epbasset/

https://twitter.com/jwthulin

https://www.linkedin.com/in/jonas-thulin-93632914/

Weekly newsletter Monthly houseview Weekly houseview and  market analysis

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLFeVXfrcmwBAmRK1lXj9AtszG2faERl77
https://t.co/8d7N4rWw5l?amp=1
https://twitter.com/jwthulin


Disclaimer

Denna publikation har sammanställts av Erik Penser Bank exklusivt för företagets kunder. Innehållet har grundats på information från allmänt tillgängliga källor

vilka bedömts som tillförlitliga. Sakinnehållets riktighet och fullständighet liksom lämnade prognoser och rekommendationen kan inte garanteras.

Erik Penser Banks medgivande krävs om hela eller delar av denna publikation mångfaldigas eller sprids.

Publikationen vänder sig till Erik Penser Banks kunder i Sverige. Detta innebär att publikationen inte ska eller kan spridas till eller göras tillgänglig för någon i USA

(med undantag av vad som framgår av Rule 15a – 16, Securities Exchange Act of 1934), Kanada eller något annat land som i lag fastställt begränsningar för

spridning och tillgänglighet av materialets innehåll. Informationen i publikationen ska inte uppfattas som en uppmaning eller rekommendation att ingå transaktioner.

Informationen tar inte sikte på enskilda mottagares kunskaper och erfarenheter av placeringar, ekonomiska situation eller investeringsmål. Informationen är därmed

ingen personlig rekommendation eller ett investeringsråd.

Erik Penser Bank frånsäger sig allt ansvar för direkt eller indirekt skada som kan grunda sig på denna publikation. Placeringar i finansiella instrument är förenade

med ekonomisk risk. Placeringen kan öka eller minska i värde eller bli helt värdelös. Att en placering historiskt haft en god värdeutveckling är ingen garanti för

framtiden.

Erik Penser Bank har utarbetat ”Etiska Regler” och ”Riktlinjer för Intressekonflikter”. Dessa syftar till att förebygga och förhindra intressekonflikter mellan

avdelningarna inom företaget och bygger på restriktiva kommunikationer (Chinese Walls). Det kan dock föreligga ett uppdragsförhållande eller rådgivningssituation

mellan emittent och någon annan avdelning än Analysavdelningen. Erik Penser Bank har utarbetat interna restriktioner för när handel får ske i ett finansiellt

instrument som är föremål för Investeringsanalys.

I denna publikation har analytikern redovisat och återgett sin personliga uppfattning om emittent och/eller finansiellt instrument. Analysen har varken grundats på

uppdragsförhållande mellan emittent och analytiker eller medfört ersättning från emittent till analytiker. Den eller de som sammanställt denna publikation har inga

innehav i de analyserade finansiella instrumenten.

Erik Penser Bank har tillstånd att bedriva värdepappersverksamhet och står under Finansinspektionens tillsyn.
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